AMORPHOUS STRUCTURE IN Cu-Zn-V-Al OXIDE COMPOSITE CATALYST FOR METHANOL REFORMING
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ABSTRACT: Cu-Zn-V-Al oxide composite catalysts were prepared using a co-precipitation method to investigate hydrogen and carbon monoxide yield of a methanol reforming reaction. The mass compositions of metals were initially determined on the Simplex Centroid statistical design. The effects of various metal compositions on the physicochemical properties of the catalyst were studied via X-ray diffractogram (XRD), temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) analyses, and reaction. XRD revealed crystals in the samples. Crystalline CuO in Cu30V30Al40 formed with the addition of zinc oxide at the metal loading below 30 wt%. A combination of zinc oxide and vanadia, however, had no Zn-V complex crystal but its scanning electron microscopy image showed the formation of string structures (AS). The catalyst that contained the AS exhibited a broad hydrogen reduction peak in the TPR analysis. Vanadium at a loading below 40 wt% with various zinc and cuprum compositions also formed small ASs and exhibited single TPR peaks. A reaction yield study revealed the optimum compositions of metal oxides when the data was fitted by response surface plots. The catalysts with high content of AS were not at the peaks however. Cu-Zn based catalysts showed the highest hydrogen yield for the reaction temperature of between 150 °C to 225 °C and vanadia-promoted catalyst with AS only appeared to be the optimum catalyst at the higher temperature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is an attractive alternative to the conventional power generators using coal and petroleum. Hydrogen, as the fuel for PEMFC, reacts with oxygen from air on highly-sensitive Pt-impregnated electrolyte membranes to produce electricity. A resource with high hydrogen selectivity and minimum CO level is required to ensure a sufficient and clean supply to the fuel cell, especially for on-board purposes.

Catalytic steam reforming of methanol (SRM) as shown in Eq. (1) is a favourable method of hydrogen production since its resource is abundantly available from oil and gas industries.

$$\text{CH}_3\text{OH} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \xrightarrow{\text{catalyst}} \text{CO}_2 + 3\text{H}_2$$ (1)

A Cu-based catalyst is usually employed in the synthesis of hydrogen from methanol. The co-precipitated Cu-Zn-Al oxide catalyst was mostly studied in the SRM reaction as it showed high activity and hydrogen selectivity at the temperature range from 200 °C to 320 °C [1]. Energy consumption of the endothermic reaction of SRM, which is 131 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), is considerably high and an additional energy supply is required if it is for on-board use.

Many metal oxides such as nickel [2], zirconium [1], cobalt, and chromium [3] were promoted to investigate the potential of autothermal reforming of methanol (ATRM), the reaction that combines SRM with partial oxidation of methanol as shown in Eq. (2). Although the net heat of the reactions decreased, the selectivity of carbon dioxide (by-product) to carbon monoxide dropped to below 95% when the reaction temperature was raised higher than the reaction temperature of 220 °C at adiabatic conditions. The carbon monoxide formation via the decomposition reaction shown in Eq. (3) can be poison to the catalyst of reformers and PEMFC, and necessitates regeneration [4]. A new metal promoter is therefore required to reduce the CO selectivity.

$$\text{CH}_3\text{OH} + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2 \xrightarrow{\text{catalyst}} \text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2$$ (2)

$$\text{CH}_3\text{OH} \xrightarrow{\text{catalyst}} \text{CO} + 2\text{H}_2$$ (3)

Among other transition metals, vanadium oxide (vanadia) has a good track record in most oil, gas, and petrochemical industries. It possesses a moderately-oxidizing catalyst property to the dehydrogenation and partial oxidation reaction of hydrocarbons and alcohols to form alkenes [5]. Besides the good selectivity, its physical structure is also strong to support other catalysts and thus render better longevity.

In this study, cuprum nitrate and vanadium oxytrichloride were co-precipitated with zinc and aluminium nitrate to form a Cu-Zn-V-Al oxide composite catalyst. The calcined catalysts of Cu-Zn-V-Al oxides from various combinations were characterized using X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD), Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR), and Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) methods. In the XRD analysis, crystal was determined and accordingly compared with SEM images. Well-dispersed cuprum oxide crystal was usually shown by small peak and was favourable for high selectivity catalysts [6]. The lowest reduction temperature that corresponds to the activity of catalyst for SRM was determined from TPR analysis [7]. Alumina as the support in crystal form is favourable for high thermal resistance and low catalyst sintering [8]. The catalysts activity in hydrogen via SRM and auto thermal reforming of methanol (ATRM) reaction were finally tested in order to delineate the selectivity of hydrogen and carbon monoxide.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Methanol, anhydrous nitrates of cuprum, zinc and aluminium, vanadium oxytrichlorides, and sodium carbonate were supplied by Fluka Chemie AG with the purity greater than 98.95%. 99.95% Argon, 99.995% Nitrogen and 99.995% hydrogen gases were supplied by Malaysian Oxygen (MOX) and standard gas from Perkin Elmer for catalyst reduction and analysis.

Similar to the work conducted by Lima et al. [9], metal compositions mixed were initially determined using the statistical mixture design method namely, Simplex Centroid, with the aid of the Design Expert® 6 software. The compositions of metals, Cu, Zn and V based on mass (Fig. 1), were varied based on the Scheffe model in a ternary diagram where BET surface area, the lowest reduction temperature, the hydrogen yield and the reaction temperature responded according to either quadratic or cubic equations, depending on the fitness of the surface response plot as generally expressed in Eq. (4). The subscript at the end of each metal acronym signifies their respective mass percentage. Al was inactive in SRM or ATRM reaction as proven in the preliminary blank tests. The Al ratio was fixed to 40% by mass out of other metals, imitated from the best composition (Cu30Zn30Al40) of the catalyst that had the lowest CO formation and cuprum sintering [6, 10].

![Simplex Centroid Design on metal mass composition.](image)

**Fig. 1:** Simplex Centroid Design on metal mass composition. Starred numbers denote the replicated samples.

\[
E(Y) = \sum_{i=1}^{q} \beta_i x_i + \sum_{i=1}^{q} \sum_{j=i+1}^{q} \beta_{ij} x_i x_j + \sum_{i=1}^{q} \sum_{j=i+1}^{q} \sum_{k=j+1}^{q} \beta_{ijk} x_i x_j x_k
\]  

(4)

Co-precipitated Cu-Zn-V-Al oxide catalysts were prepared according to the method proposed by Begum [11]. A 200 ml aqueous mixture of VOCl₃ and Cu, Zn and Al nitrates were precipitated by 1.1 of required stoichiometry of Na₂CO₃. Reactions that occurred in the precipitation may be expressed as in Eqs. (5) and (6).
\[ p\text{VOCl}_3(l) + 2p\text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3(aq) + [\text{Cu,Zn,Al}]\text{(NO}_3)_p(aq) \rightarrow 3p\text{NaCl}(aq) + 2p\text{CO}_2(g) \]
\[ + p\text{Na}_2\text{NO}_3(aq) + [\text{Cu,Zn,Al}]\text{(VO}_3)_p(s) \]

(5)

\[ q[\text{Cu,Zn,Al}]\text{(NO}_3)_p(aq) + r\text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3(aq) \rightarrow qp\text{Na}_2\text{NO}_3(aq) + [\text{Cu,Zn,Al}]q(\text{CO}_3)_r(s) \]

(6)

where \( p, q, \) and \( r \) are stoichiometry coefficients.

Vanadium salt and aluminium nitrate tended to create an acidic environment in the mixing that had a detrimental effect on the chemical bonding of metal oxides and alumina. Thus, pH was maintained around 7 to 8 under vigorous stirring at room temperature (28 °C) using sodium carbonate. The resulting sludge was washed with deionized water at least thrice and was dried at 100-120 °C in a ventilated oven overnight, prior to crushing. Finally, the dry sludge powder was calcined at 500 °C for 3 hrs in the furnace while blanketed with pure nitrogen.

Catalyst samples at around 250 – 400 μm in particle size were used in each characterization and reaction study. Crystallinity of each 1-g sample was characterized using the SIEMENS X-Ray diffractometer (D5000) within the angle range of 2° to 60°. Species phases of the signal peak were identified according to the international diffraction data library.

TPR characterization for the weight range from 800 to 900 mg of each sample was carried out using the Altamira Instrument 200 apparatus, which was equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). All samples were initially treated by flowing argon at 120 °C for 1 hr prior to flowing 5% \( \text{H}_2 \) in \( \text{Ar} \) at the temperature range of 50 to 600 °C. The signal from the TCD was interpreted by referring the average of at least 10 pulses of the same amount and ratio of feed into a calibrated volume (526 μl) of spiral tube.

The surface metal compositions of the calcined samples were scanned and mapped using the LEO-1450VP electron microscope equipped with energy dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX) and were integrated in the Inca© software. The gold-coated samples were scanned within 1000, 10,000 and 15,000 times of magnification. The electron beam accelerated at 12 kV to the coated sample in a vacuum space from various angles and the reflection was then collected by a probe within a distance of 9 to 13 mm from the sample. Although the metal topography was measured, the results will not be discussed in detail here.

Each 500 mg-calcined catalyst was tested in a stainless steel tubular reactor with 5-mm diameter in an automated system developed by Zeton Altamira [12] using the automation software, LabView©. After the catalyst was pre-heated and reduced at 150 °C in a nitrogen-hydrogen flow, methanol (MeOH) was fed through at 0.5 ml/hr along with air and steam at the ratios of H\( _2 \):MeOH: = 1.3:1 (for both SRM and ATRM) and O\( _2 \):MeOH = 0.2:1 (ATRM) at 150 °C, 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C as similarly tested by Agrell and co-authors [13, 14] and inlet pressure allowable from 1 to 2 atm. The reformate effluent, at the steady state, was then analysed using an online Perkin Elmer gas chromatograph (GC). During the analysis, the reformate was carried along with He after a gas mixer to three stages of sequence by using auto-switching multichannel valves so that various gaseous product components such as hydrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, water, methanol, oxygen, methane, acetylene, ethane and ethylene could be measured separately through pack columns using a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and a flame ionization detector (FID). The GC was calibrated with a standard gas of all components prior to the analysis.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The characterizations of the prepared catalyst were conducted after calcination and the same fresh catalyst samples were subsequently employed in the reaction study. The replications used in the study were as per proposed in the experimental design. SEM-EDX results as shown in Fig. 6 proved that all mixed metals were in the prepared sample at the same composition.

3.1 Catalyst Characterizations

3.1.1 X-Ray Diffraction and Scanning Electron Micrograph with Energy-Dispersed X-Ray

Ten samples were analysed using the XRD and SEM methods. Crystallinity of metals was identified from the diffractograms within the 2θ angle spanning from 0° to 60° as depicted in Fig. 2, Fig. 4, and Fig. 7. The intervals for the intensity axis and the angle axis are uniform at all diffractograms. The sharpness and height of peaks qualitatively exhibit the size and concentration of particular crystals according to Debye-Scherrer equation (Eq. (7)).

\[
\tau = \frac{k\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}
\]

where \( \tau \) is the crystal size, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the x-ray radiation, \( k \) is the shape factor, \( \beta \) is the line width at half maximum height and \( \theta \) is the angular position of the peak maximum [15]. Sharper and higher peaks will indicate more distinguished and greater crystals and vice versa but the wellness of active metal distribution on a support that is usually attributed to dumb and small diffractogram peaks enhances the activity of the catalyst [15]. However, discussion of XRD patterns in this study is qualitative because of the limitation of the software that analysed the diffractogram without estimation of \( \beta \).

Fig. 2 shows the catalyst samples for single metal oxide with alumina. CuO peaks are clearly seen in the Cu60Al40 sample in Fig. 2(a) at 38.8° and 35.48° similarly obtained by Begum [11]. For 60% loading of cuprum, the CuO was probably not well distributed. This evidence is supported by the micrographic images in Fig. 3(a) and (b) where a dark mass of CuO formed separately from a whitish mass of alumina. There is a Cu2(OH)2CO3 peak at 49° [11], clearly indicating a small crystal. The X-ray diffraction of the Zn60Al40 sample revealed the distinctive peak of ZnAl2O4 at 36.8° in Fig. 2(b). This might imply a large crystal of ZnAl2O4 as also seen from the micrographic images in Fig. 3(c) and (d). However, neither aluminium nor zinc crystals, nor their combinations, could be easily distinguished as their colours in the image are fairly similar. Three small and broad alumina peaks at 43°, 53°, and 58° [16] similarly indicate the small and well-dispersed alumina crystals. Fig. 2(d) shows an interesting diffractogram of the V60Al40 catalyst. Appearing at many angles such as 16.1°, 21.0°, 24.0°, 26.8°, 31.5°, 33.0°, 34.1°, 42.0°, and 51.6°, the V2O5 peaks spike at various sharpness and sizes while AlV3O9 peaks were at 26° and 56.7° [17]. SEM images in Fig. 3 (g) and (h) clearly confirm the appearance of crystal structures that look like coral. Two types of pore, of 1 μm and 0.1 μm in diameter, can be seen in Fig. 3 (e) and (f), respectively.
Fig. 2: XRD diffractograms of the catalyst samples
(a) Cu_{60}Al_{40} oxides, (b) Zn_{60}Al_{40} oxides and (c) V_{60}Al_{40} oxides.
Diffractograms of two-metal-oxide precipitations with alumina at the same ratio are shown in Fig. 4. The XRD analysis of the Cu₃₀Zn₃₀Al₄₀ sample, as depicted in Fig. 4(a), resulted in two predominant peaks of zinc and three broad peaks of alumina. However, no peak of cuprum or its oxides appeared in combination with zinc suggesting that their crystals dispersed well and were small in size [1]. The micrographic image in Fig. 5(a) shows the structure of the Cu₃₀Zn₃₀Al₄₀ sample at 10K magnification. Fig. 4(b) depicts the diffractogram for the catalyst mixture of cuprum, vanadium, and aluminium. The numerous peaks of vanadia that appeared in the previous V-Al oxide catalyst became only two in Cu₃₀V₃₀Al₄₀, appearing at 14.2° and 23° due to the addition of cuprum at the same mass ratio. Cuprum crystal peaks in this diagram appeared at the same angle to the CuO one with smaller sizes suggesting dispersion action by vanadia on the crystals. A small AlV₃O₉ peak appeared between 25° and 27° similar to what was reported by Reddy and Varma [17] who prepared vanadia-alumina catalysts by impregnating a vanadium precursor onto γ-alumina. The alumina peak was not present. Its micrograph image shows very little crystal, as can be seen in Fig. 5(b). In the Zn₃₀V₃₀Al₄₀ diffractogram of Fig. 4(c), zinc crystals might not disperse with the addition of vanadia as the peak characteristics of zinc oxide and zinc oxide-alumina remains relatively similar to Fig. 2(b) seen previously. Although the peaks of vanadia were fewer, no combined Zn-V crystal was detected. However, the trio-combination of zinc, vanadium and aluminium might create an amorphous structure, since no crystal appeared for this form. Fig. 5 (c-i), (c-ii), and (c-iii) depict images of the SEM of the catalyst at 10K, 15K, and 1K magnification, respectively. Whitish strings were among the catalyst crystals.
The result of the spectrum from the energy-dispersed X-ray scan in Fig. 6 shows no evidence of unknown species. Thus, the amorphous structure was a combination of the metals, most likely zinc and vanadium.

Fig. 4: XRD diffractograms of the catalyst samples (a) Cu$_{30}$Zn$_{30}$Al$_{40}$ oxides, (b) Cu$_{30}$V$_{30}$Al$_{40}$ oxides and (c) Zn$_{30}$V$_{30}$Al$_{40}$ oxides.
Fig. 5: Micrographs of tri-metal co-precipitated catalyst at various magnifications: (a) Cu$_{30}$Zn$_{30}$Al$_{40}$ at 10000 times, (b) Cu$_{30}$V$_{30}$Al$_{40}$ at 10000 times and (c) Zn$_{30}$V$_{30}$Al$_{40}$ at (c-i) 10000 times, (c-ii) 15000 times and (c-iii) 1000 times.

Fig. 6: Scanned image with energy dispersed X-ray confirmed that no other material appeared in the catalyst and the composition of the catalyst was approximately same as initial mixing.

Diffractograms of tri-metal co-precipitation with alumina are summarised in Fig. 7. No clear crystal was detected in the Cu$_{40}$Zn$_{10}$V$_{10}$Al$_{40}$ sample, as seen in Fig. 7(a). In Fig. 7(b),
the Cu_{10}Zn_{40}V_{10}Al_{40} diffractogram followed a similar trend to the peaks of ZnO and ZnAl_{2}O_{4} crystals nearly disappeared. As for the Cu_{10}Zn_{10}V_{40}Al_{40}’s diffractogram in Fig. 7(c), besides ZnAl_{2}O_{4} and Al_{2}O_{3}, vanadia and vanadium-aluminium oxide crystals were also detected with the sharp and small peaks indicating that the crystals were probably formed as individual crystals and were small. Rod-looking structure that was probably similar to previous amorphous structure and whitish mass attributed to alumina and/or zinc oxides, as suggested earlier, were clearly appeared in Fig. 8(c) and (d). Although vanadia and V-Al crystals were not seen at the Cu_{20}Zn_{20}V_{20}Al_{40} sample where only zinc-aluminium oxide crystals appeared, alumina and cuprum oxide appeared as depicted in Fig. 7(d), and they were evidenced in the micrograph images of Fig. 8(e) and (f).

Fig. 7: XRD diffractograms of the catalyst samples (a) Cu_{40}Zn_{10}V_{10}Al_{40} oxides (b) Cu_{10}Zn_{40}V_{10}Al_{40} oxides (c) Cu_{10}Zn_{10}V_{40}Al_{40} oxides and (d) Cu_{20}Zn_{20}V_{20}Al_{40} oxides.
3.1.2 Temperature Programmed Reduction

The activity of oxide metal species in the calcined catalyst was observed from the TPR analysis spanning from 50 °C to 630 °C as illustrated in Fig. 9. Cu₆₀Al₄₀ and V₆₀Al₄₀ runs exhibit the reduction in temperature at a minimum of 278 °C and above 600 °C respectively. Cu₆₀Al₄₀ TPR shows two broad peaks that may be attributed to the stepwise reduction of cuprum oxide (Cu²⁺ → Cu⁺ → Cu⁰) [18]. Zn-Al could not be reduced at all observed temperatures since both are more electropositive than hydrogen. As discussed in diffractogram results, the Zn addition enhanced Cu crystal dispersion on alumina [8, 14] and as a result, this effect decreased the reduction temperature of the Cu-based catalyst [19] as exhibited by Cu₄₀Zn₁₀V₁₀Al₄₀ and Cu₃₀Zn₃₀Al₄₀ trends. Inversely, the addition of V increased the reduction temperature and this might be due to the high reduction temperature of vanadia as exhibited by Cu₁₀Zn₁₀V₄₀Al₄₀ and Cu₃₀V₃₀Al₄₀ trends. Similarly, the Cu₂₀Zn₂₀V₂₀Al₄₀ reduction exhibits slightly higher temperature than the Cu₄₀Zn₁₀V₁₀Al₄₀. The loading of vanadium seemed to start increasing the reduction temperature between 10% and 20% which might be 20% lower than reported by K. Inumaru et al. [20], who prepared V-Al using an incipient wetness impregnation method. V₆₀Al₄₀ or with the lower cuprum
loading (Cu_{10}Zn_{40}V_{10}Al_{40} and Cu_{10}Zn_{10}V_{40}Al_{40}) exhibits two peaks, which are most-likely attributed to the stepwise reduction of vanadia (V_2O_5 \rightarrow VO_2 \rightarrow V_2O_3) as reported by Botto, Vassallo [21]. In general, a low loading vanadia (below 40%) exhibits the single tall peak that reveals the prefect combination by giving a single reduction characteristic.

Fig. 9: TPR results for the prepared catalyst.

3.2 Reaction Yield Study

The catalysts were tested in a methanol reforming reaction, both SRM and ATRM, at temperatures ranging from 150 °C to 300 °C in order to obtain optimum metal compositions. The same samples were employed from one temperature to other temperatures. The hydrogen and CO yields, \( Y_{H_2} \) and \( Y_{CO} \) respectively, at steady state, were calculated according to Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively, the normalised version of Choi and Stenger’s [22].

\[
Y_{H_2} = \frac{F_{H_2}}{2F_M} \times 100\% 
\]

\[
Y_{CO} = \frac{F_{CO}}{F_M} \times 100\% 
\]

where \( F_{H_2}, F_M \) and \( F_M \) are flows of hydrogen, fed methanol, and unconverted methanol, respectively. The normalisation is based on the stoichiometry of the steam reforming reaction that produces 3 moles of hydrogen for each mole of methanol converted.

3.2.1 Steam Reforming of Methanol (SRM)

The plot of the hydrogen yield against reaction temperature is depicted in Fig. 10. The reference catalyst, Cu_{30}Zn_{30}Al_{40} shows high activity from 150 °C to 225 °C. However, from 250 °C to 300 °C, the reaction yields of the catalysts promoted with
vanadium are gradually prominent. This is consistent with the result of low TPR shown before.

The change of the maximum yield is clear when it is plotted against the composition of catalyst metals using the response surface method. The Scheffe model was used to fit data and the significance of their fitness was confirmed using the ANOVA analyses. The plots were stacked as can be seen in Fig. 11. Initially, the peak appears at the Cu-Zn-Al catalyst. This peak apparently moves towards the region of metal composition that contains vanadia and it is sustained until 300 °C. Catalyst samples with AS that had a high vanadium loading of 40 wt% were not optimal. The optimum catalyst compositions in Fig. 11 at the respective reaction temperatures are summarised in Table 1.

![Graph showing hydrogen yield versus reaction temperature at the steady state SRM process for various catalysts.](image)

**Fig. 10:** Hydrogen yield versus reaction temperature at the steady state SRM process for various catalysts. The catalyst legends added with superscript ♥ to denote having an amorphous structure.

**Table 1:** Optimum mixture of catalysts in SRM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Hydrogen Yield (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Cu_{40}Al_{40}</td>
<td>6.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Cu_{60}Al_{40}</td>
<td>35.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Cu_{60}Zn_{40}Al_{40}</td>
<td>70.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>Cu_{72}Zn_{22}V_{6}Al_{40}</td>
<td>73.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>Cu_{28}Zn_{21}V_{12}Al_{40}</td>
<td>86.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>Cu_{26}Zn_{23}V_{9.6}Al_{40}</td>
<td>96.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>Cu_{26}Zn_{21.6}V_{11.4}Al_{40}</td>
<td>95.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.2 Autothermal Reforming of Methanol (ATRM)

The hydrogen yield was plotted against temperatures of ATRM reaction as shown in Fig. 12. Similar to the SRM result, the reference catalyst, Cu\textsubscript{30}Zn\textsubscript{30}Al\textsubscript{40}, also exhibits high activity from 150 °C to 225 °C and from 250 °C to 300 °C, the reaction yields of the catalysts promoted with vanadium that had an amorphous string were gradually dominant.

The response surface plot in Fig. 13 is between hydrogen yield and catalyst compositions at different temperatures. The optimum composition apparently changed with the elevation of reaction temperature. Initially, the peak appears at the Cu-Zn-Al catalyst. This peak moves towards the region of the catalyst composed of vanadia and it is sustained until 300 °C. Optimum catalyst compositions in Fig. 13 at the respective reaction temperatures are summarised in Table 2. The Scheffe model was used to fit the data and the significance of their fitness were confirmed by the ANOVA analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Hydrogen Yield (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Cu\textsubscript{31.2}Zn\textsubscript{28.8}Al\textsubscript{40}</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Cu\textsubscript{31.6}Zn\textsubscript{25.8}V\textsubscript{0.6}Al\textsubscript{40}</td>
<td>10.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Cu\textsubscript{42.5}Zn\textsubscript{17.4}Al\textsubscript{40}</td>
<td>46.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>Cu\textsubscript{46.5}Zn\textsubscript{13.6}Al\textsubscript{40}</td>
<td>74.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>Cu\textsubscript{27.0}Zn\textsubscript{12.3}V\textsubscript{0.6}Al\textsubscript{40}</td>
<td>91.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>Cu\textsubscript{31.8}Zn\textsubscript{10.8}V\textsubscript{8.4}Al\textsubscript{40}</td>
<td>95.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 12: Hydrogen yield versus reaction temperature at steady state for autothermal reforming of methanol. The catalyst legends added with superscript ♥ to denote having an amorphous structure.

Fig. 13: Response surface of hydrogen yield against catalyst metal mass fraction of cuprum, zinc, and vanadium, X1, X2 and X3, respectively,
at various ATRM reaction temperatures.

![Graph showing CO yield as a function of reaction temperatures for various catalysts for autothermal reforming of methanol. The catalyst legends added with superscript ♥ to denote having an amorphous structure.](image)

Fig. 14: CO yield as a function of reaction temperatures for various catalysts for autothermal reforming of methanol. The catalyst legends added with superscript ♥ to denote having an amorphous structure.

![Graph showing reciprocal CO yield with a constant of 193.65 as a function of catalyst metal composition, the best fitted model.](image)

Fig. 15: Reciprocal CO yield with a constant of 193.65 as a function of catalyst metal composition, the best fitted model.

4. CONCLUSION REMARKS

Promoting vanadium in the co-precipitated Cu-Zn-Al catalyst in this study created a new structure that was probably AS, while the better yield of hydrogen was sought in the methanol reforming reaction. The characterization of prepared catalysts supports this suggestion. From the XRD and SEM-EDX results, the combination of V and Zn formed the
AS besides crystals where their structure was reduced to uniform rods in the catalyst of Cu-Zn-Al mixtures. Reducibility of the catalyst containing high AS under TPR is relatively low, implying that this structure did not enhance the reaction rate. The effect of the AS was finally observed in the reaction tests. Optimum yield of hydrogen was, however, shown by the catalyst with high cuprum content at temperatures lower than 150 °C where the AS did not clearly appear (Cu34Zn12V14Al40). Interestingly, vanadia-promoted catalysts with the significant presence of AS showed the maximum hydrogen yield and low CO formation at temperatures higher than 225 °C in the SRM and ATRM reactions. The reaction results therefore suggest that the AS could have prevented the catalysts at high temperature from deactivation.
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